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Abstract. We present some novel ideas for proving total correctness of
recursive functional programs and we discuss how they may be used for
algorithm validation. As usual, correctness (validation) is transformed
into a set of rst-order predicate logic formulae|verication conditions.
As a distinctive feature of our method, these formulae are not only su-
cient, but also necessary for the correctness. We demonstrate our method
on the Nevilles algorithm for polynomial interpolation and show how it
may be validated automatically. In fact, even if a small part of the speci-
cation is missing|in the literature this is often a case|the correctness
cannot be proven. Furthermore, a relevant counterexample may be con-
structed automatically.
1 Introduction
The main focus of our research is on proving total correctness of recur-
sive functional programs. In order to reason about programs, one rst
translates the problem of proving program property into a problem of
proving logical assertions, and then prove the assertions. A common way
for making such translation is by some verication condition generator|
its name is self-explanatory. A Verication Condition Generator (VCG) is
a device|normally implemented by a program| which takes a program,
actually its source code, and the specication, and produces verication
conditions. These verication conditions do not contain any part of the
program text, and are expressed in a dierent language, namely they are
logical formulae.
Let us say, the program is F and the specication IF (input predi-
cate), and OF (output predicate) is provided. The verication conditions
generated by VCG are: V C1;V C2;:::;V Cn: After having the verication
? This research is supported by BMBWK (Austrian Ministry of Education, Sci-
ence, and Culture) and Upper Austrian Government Project \Technologietransfer-
aktivit aten".conditions at hand, one has to prove them as logical formulae in the the-
ory of the domain on which the program F is dened, e.g., integers, reals,
etc.
Normally, these conditions are given to an automatic or semi-automatic
theorem prover. If all of them hold, then the program is correct with re-
spect to its specication. The latter statement we call Soundness of the
VCG, namely:
Given a program F and a specication IF (input condition), and OF
(output condition), if the verication conditions generated by the VCG
hold as logical formulae, then the program F is correct with respect to the
specication hIF;OFi.
It is clear that whenever one denes a VCG, the rst task to be done
is proving its soundness statement|otherwise it would not be properly
called: Verication Condition Generator.
Completing the notion of Soundness of a VCG, we introduce its dual|
Completeness [1]. The respective Completeness statement of the VCG is:
Given a program F and a specication IF (input condition), and OF
(output condition), if the program F is correct with respect to the speci-
cation hIF;OFi, then the verication conditions generated by the VCG
hold as logical formulae.
The notion of Completeness of a VCG is important for the follow-
ing two reasons: theoretically, it is the dual of Soundness and practically,
it helps debugging. Any counterexample for the failing verication con-
dition would carry over to a counterexample for the program and the
specication, and thus give a hint on \what is wrong".
Indeed, most books about program verication present methods for
verifying correct programs. However, in practical situations, it is the fail-
ure which occurs more often until the program and the specication are
completely debugged.
2 Automatic Validation of Neville's Algorithm
Using techniques from program verication in systematic mathematical
theory exploration is, in our opinion, very promising approach. In partic-
ular, when inventing algorithms, one can obtain the exact set of neces-
sary and sucient conditions for their correctness. On one hand, the help
comes with the automatically obtained correctness proof. On the other
hand, the inventor may try to prove the correctness of any conjecture,
and in case of a failure obtain a counterexample, which may eventually
help making a new conjecture.In order to make the point clear, we demonstrate our method on
Neville's algorithm for polynomial interpolation [2], [3] and show how it
may be validated fully automatically.
Given n points, there is a unique polynomial of degree n 1 which goes
through the given points. Neville's algorithm constructs this polynomial.
The original problem is as follows: Given a eld K, two non-empty
tuples x and a over K of same length n, such that
(8i;j : i;j = 1;:::;n) (i 6= j ) xi 6= xj);
that is, no two xi from x are the same.
Find a polynomial p over the eld K, such that
{ deg[p]  n   1 and
{ (8i : i = 1;:::;n) (Eval[p;xi] = ai),
where the Eval function evaluates a polynomial p at value xi.
This original problem, as stated here, was solved by E. H. Neville [4]
by inventing an algorithm for the construction of such a polynomial [5].
The algorithm itself may be formulated as follows:
p[x;a] = If kak  1 then Fst[a] (1)
else
(X   Fst[x])(p[Tl[x];Tl[a]])   (X   Lst[x])(p[Bgn[x];Bgn[a]])
Lst[x]   Fst[x]
;
where we use the following notation: kak gives the number n of elements
of a; Fst[a] gives the rst element a1 of a; Lst[a] gives the last element
an of a, provided kak = n; Tl[a] gives the tail of a, that is, a without its
rst element; Bgn[a] gives the beginning of a, that is, a without its last
element, and X is a constant expressing the single polynomial of degree
1, leading coecient 1 and free coecient 0.
In order to illustrate how Neville's algorithm works, we consider the
following example: x = h 1;0;1i and a = h3;4;7i. After executing (1),
we obtain:
p[h 1;0;1i; h3;4;7i] =  = X 2 + 2X + 4:
This polynomial has a degree 2, as expected, and if we now evaluate it at
the values  1, 0, and 1, we obtain:
Eval[X 2 + 2X + 4; 1] = 3;Eval[X 2 + 2X + 4;0] = 4;
and
Eval[X 2 + 2X + 4;1] = 7;
which corresponds to the initial a.
However, in order to be sure that this algorithm would always return
the correct polynomial, one has to prove its correctness, and this was
done by Neville himself [5].
Our contribution consists in automating the process of the correctness
proof. Moreover, as said before, even if a small part of the specication
is missing, which sometimes happens, the algorithm would not be correct
anymore, and relevant counterexamples may be generated.
Generating automatically the verication conditions, we obtain essen-
tially (omitting only some details) the following formulae:
^IsPoly[p1]^IsPoly[p2] ) IsPoly[
(X   Fst[x])p1   (X   Lst[x])p2
Lst[x]   Fst[x]
]
(2)
 ^ (8i)(i = 1:::kTl[x]k)(Eval[p1;Tl[x]i]) = Tl[a]i ^ (3)
^ (8i)(i = 1:::kBgn[x]k)(Eval[p2;Bgn[x]i]) = Tl[a]i )
) (8i)(i = 1:::kak)(Eval[
(X   Fst[x])p1   (X   Lst[x])p2
Lst[x]   Fst[x]
;xi] = ai)
 ^ deg[p1]  kTl[a]k   1 ^ deg[p2]  kBgn[a]k   1 ) (4)
) deg[
(X   Fst[x])p1   (X   Lst[x])p2
Lst[x]   Fst[x]
 kak   1
Although the above formulae appear to be very complicated, they are
tractable in the theory of polynomials. For example, in (2) we need to
prove that for any p1 and p2 which are polynomials,
IsPoly[
(X   Fst[x])p1   (X   Lst[x])p2
Lst[x]   Fst[x]
]
is a polynomial as well. Note that Fst[x] and Lst[x] are constants and X
is a polynomial.3 Conclusions
In order for a human mathematician to increase the productivity of algo-
rithm invention, we would nally like to propose the following workow:
{ Given a specication;
{ 1. Invent an algorithm;
{ 2. Prove its correctness automatically;
{ 3. In case of a successful prove OK;
{ 4. In case of a failing prove, analyze the counter-examples and correct
the algorithm (or the specication);
{ 5. GoTo 2.
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